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Abstract: This article explores the need to ex
periment with the new urban planning strate
gies of changing cities under the conditions of 
radical modernization. Radical modernization 
is conceptually explored as a combined frame 
for macrosociological (global) processes of ra
tional specialization and microsociological pro
cesses of individualization. The meaning of local 
spaces is becoming extremely dynamic because 
of both of these sociological processes of re
scaling, which in turn lead to a new appropria
tion of urban spaces. This urban transformation 
takes place both within the urban core and in 
the new inbetween locations of cityregional 
development. The challenge, as far as planning 
is concerned, is to respond to processes of mod
ernization and individualization. Experimental 
planning strategies should be linked more di
rectly with the actual changes of urban activi
ties and should attempt, from this position, to 
establish experimental strategies for social in
tegration. Within the framework of processes 
of regional identity formation, “soft sources” of 
strategy building, such as social and cultural 
infrastructures and elements of heritage and 
landscaping, may have a farreaching impact 
because of their symbolic and emotional value. 

1. Introduction

In a theorizing article on the changes cities are 
undergoing in the early 21st century, Thomas 
Hutton (2004a) illustrated the threestage trans
formation of Vancouver over the last halfcen
tury. Vancouver developed from being a “regional 
center” in the 1950s and 1960s into a “post in
dustrial town” throughout the 1970s and most 
of the 1980s, and then into the current “global 
city” from the early 1990s onwards. Although 
not every western city has experienced this al
most ideal typical process of urban transforma
tion via the same trajectories and with the same 
intensity, Hutton’s analysis certainly highlights 
the structural forces that underlie the recent 
radical changes undergone by western cities. 
The provincial town in puritan British Columbia 

on the Canadian periphery did not just undergo 
an economic transition, but was transformed 
in all senses into the current global city with its 
manifold international, and in particular Asian, 
influences. During the first stage, when it was 
a regional economic center, Vancouver’s urban 
shape reflected the land use patterns of the clas
sic American provincial town, namely, a modest 
central business district (CBD) surrounded by 
light, and in some cases old, industrial zones 
and eventually by residential areas. From the 
early 1970s onward, the postindustrial stage of 
economic development and social moderniza
tion was characterized by the growth of tertiary 
industries and services related to the national 
resources economy (wood, energy, agriculture). 
Considering the physical shape of the city, the 
transformation led, in particular, to an increase 
in centralization. The CBD was upgraded and 
a lot of new, highrise office buildings were 
constructed in the urban core with old indus
tries making way for housing construction (new, 
modernist megaprojects). There was a growth 
in specialized services, and a new class of of
fice workers appeared on the labor market. The 
social and economic energies of urban growth 
were concentrated in the core parts of the city, 
making the residential periphery even more pe
ripheral. The emergence of the global city in the 
early 1990s was accompanied by new changes 
based on globalizing economic and social con
ditions. Asian investment (in particular, capital 
from Hong Kong) and numerous Asian migrants 
have caused changes to the entire urban scen
ery. Globalization and the further specialization 
of patterns of production and consumption have 
led to the introduction of new global offices as 
well as a booming cultural economy and new 
patterns of consumption. On the labor market, 
the rise of the cultural economy gave birth to a 
new category of “entrepreneurial transnation
als” (Hutton 2004b). The physical shape of the 
postmodern city is extremely differentiated by 
its highly specialized spaces of production, con
sumption and living.

This analysis of urban change highlights the 
integral change in urban conditions. The most 
important ingredients of urban transformation 
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entiation of labor, the social composition of the 
urban population, the cultural identity, and the 
resulting spatial configuration of urban activi
ties. The drivers of change are the continuous 
specialization of production and consumption, 
the increasing migration and plurality of the 
population, greater individualization and social 
mobility (labor market, families, housing), and 
the growing complexity of nonplacebound, 
transscalar processes of globalization. This is 
not to say that the meaning of place has dis
appeared, but rather that the sense of place is 
changing through its increasingly transscalar 
dimensions and the rescaling of social and eco
nomic relationships. This is not the same as 
the expansion of scale and the “going abroad” 
of successful home entrepreneurs, which takes 
place all the time. The home entrepreneur with 
his local identity and local pride is no longer 
the dominant economic power in the western 
city of the 21st century. A lot of placespecific 
conditions are still crucial for economic and 
social development, but the characteristics of 
the developing agents are not necessarily place
bound1. Transnational corporations are the new 
economic powers.

The increasing multiplicity of experiencing 
space is not easy to explain, it is highly complex 
and accompanied by a lot of uncertainty. The 
current stage of research into flows of space is 
still embryonic and as confusing as the labels 
of contemporary approaches of urban analy
sis (such as postFordism or postmodernism), 
which aim at explaining the current dynamics 
of urban change. Most strikingly, the changes 
in the current postFordist era might be iden
tified by tendencies of both even more Ford
ism (a lot of new concentrations of huge office 
complexes) and the contrasting specialization 
of finely textured spaces for cultural economy 
and consumption. It demonstrates the ambigu
ity and complexity of current processes of trans
formation. However, there is no doubt about the 
increasing specialization and differentiation of 
urban experience that are resulting in contrast
ing urban spaces over expanding urban regions. 
Many observers have highlighted the increase 
of social polarization and inequality of the spe
cialized and segregated urban mosaic (Graham, 
Marvin 2001; Moulaert et al. 2003; Newman, 
Thornley 2005). Local experiences are, however, 
very different. The increase in social polariza
tion might be expected to be more radical in the 
context of markettype American cities than in 
the European context, where social differences 
are usually more mitigated by the government 

and embedded in social history. Still, the un
derlying tendencies of economic specialization, 
globalization, and rescaling also play a role in 
the context of European cities. 

The paper explores firstly the fundamental 
dynamics of radical modernization and global
ization on the one hand and the new local ap
propriation of urban spaces on the other. Next, 
the new appropriation of spaces is examined in 
more detail. Thereafter, the enlargement of scale 
and scope of transforming cities is explored in 
the emergent inbetween spaces of new regional 
configurations. Finally, the paper focuses on the 
implications of dynamic urban spaces for urban 
planning strategies. Urban planning strategies 
obviously cannot pretend to control the chang
ing economic and social conditions, but have to 
find new ways of responding to issues of urban 
life in a context of urban transformation.

2. Radical modernization and the  
new appropriation of spaces

An interesting contribution to the exploration 
of the dynamics of urban space is the attempt 
by French urban sociologists to combine the 
theses of macrosociologists, such as Giddens, 
Beck and Lash, with daily experiences in the mi
cro cosmos of urban life (Ascher 1995; Bourdin 
2000, 2005; Giddens 1990; Beck 1992; Beck 
et al. 1994). The dynamics of urban space is de
fined here against the background of the gen
eral tendencies toward global specialization and 
rationalization on one hand, and the micro
scopic processes of individualization (including 
new forms of appropriating urban spaces) on 
the other. In order to understand this approach 
better, we first have to go back to the familiar 
fascination of French urban sociology with the 
integration of private spheres of activity into 
frames of collective urban action. 
As long ago as the 1960s, the research done by 
Raymond Ledrut and his colleagues focused 
on the problems of local disintegration due to 
increasing individualization and social mobil
ity (Ledrut 1968, 1974, 1979). For decades, the 
establishment of social norms and the mecha
nisms of social control of daily activities in ur
ban life had been redelegated from families to 
local groups and from there increasingly to ex
ternal functional and professional organizations 
and policymakers. An increasing dependency 
on exterior and professional relationships tends 
to raise issues of involvement and “belonging to” 
for the local population and leads to the prob
lem of social detachment in urban experience. 
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bated by individualization and social mobility: 
smaller households and more broken homes, 
increasing mobility in labor and housing mar
kets, etc., resulting in unstable conditions for 
large groups of urban dwellers as regards par
ticipation in political, social and cultural net
works (Ledrut 1968). 

The causes of local disintegration have cer
tainly not diminished since the 1960s. A new 
phenomenon is the multiplicity of urban expe
riences. Technological innovations, in particu
lar new forms of longdistance communication, 
have created new conditions for the experience 
of space and time. More than ever before, com
pletely different experiences, by completely dif
ferent groups of reference and different ratio
nalities, are being placed sidebyside at the 
very same point of time. This juxtaposition of 
individualized urban experiences is a new cause 
of deficient integration (Lahire 1998). Postmod
ernist interpretations used the perception of 
fragmentary, unordered and accidental juxta
position of individual urban experiences to ac
tualize their radical decomposition of the grand 
stories of rationalization, modernization and 
coherence (Augé 1992; Derrida 1978; Lyotard 
1984). The postmodernist argument is strong 
when it comes to dismantling the logic of ra
tionalization, but it makes a mystery of urban 
experience. 

It is here that the abovementioned sociolo
gists disagree. Beck, Giddens and Lash and the 
French sociologists Bourdin and Ascher, who 
were inspired by them, claimed that the proj
ect of modernization had not come to an end 
but instead had reached an even more radical 
stage of rationalization. The process is becom
ing more radical because of the double scissors 
kick of globalization and individualization. Glo
balization builds on the continuing specializa
tion and rationalization of social and economic 
relationships, as can be seen in the rationalized 
patterns of production and consumption. Si
multaneously, and maybe sometimes even as 
a countervailing reaction to these exterioriz
ing and rationalizing practices, tendencies of 
individualization attempt to create new atmo
spheres of familiarity and intimacy. Individuals 
are searching for new spheres of privacy and 
intimacy, or specialized domains of “belonging 
to” (Bourdin 2000, 2005). On both sides of the 
scissors kick, therefore, radical tendencies of 
rescaling are drawing the meaning of locality 
and urban space away from its socle of immov
ability. Deterritorialization and reterritorial
ization represent a double tendency: one, the 

tendencies of detachment of local space caused 
by further rationalization and globalization, and 
two, the processes of new local appropriation. 
These processes of rescaling occur not only in 
economic production, but also in social and cul
tural lifestyles (fashion, music, food, etc.). The 
detachment of space is visible, for instance, in 
the standardization of fastfood (Kentucky Fried 
Chicken, pizza and kebab standards, etc.), while 
at the same time new local attachments arise in 
particular places. The dish of kapsalon in the 
port city of Rotterdam is a good example of local 
reappropriation of standardized tendencies in 
fastfood (kapsalon means hairdressing salon). 
Kapsalon was served for the first time in a Turk
ish hairdressing salon in Rotterdam. It consists 
of a good portion of French fries, covered with 
melted cheese, dressing and ketchup. On top of 
this warm bed of blue collar delight is a gener
ous layer of Turkish kebab to finish the dish off. 
Kapsalon is available on every street corner in 
Rotterdam! 

Giddens examines this double and contrast
ing process of rescaling locality in four dimen
sions of experience: 
• Spatial and temporal distancing (bridging the 
far and near, here and now) 
• Intimacy and impersonality (impersonal ratio
nalization creates need of new familiarity; both 
sides move)
• Continuous specialization and, simultane
ously, new forms of appropriation
• Particularism and engagement

The contrasting dimensions of experience 
urge people towards a “local reflexive” process, 
a continuous search for the meaning of place 
in both tendencies of motion (globalization and 
individualization) (Giddens 1990). As the pro
cesses of globalization and modernization have 
been investigated intensely in social and eco
nomic geographic studies during the last de
cade. In the following section, I focus on the 
second part of the assumptions, concerning the 
dynamics of urban space, namely, new ways of 
appropriating urban space in order to create 
safe havens of “belonging to” under the influ
ence of individualization.

3. New appropriation of social spaces

New appropriation of local space is a very com
plex theme because of the multiplicity of spatial 
relationships and individualized uses of space. 
A plethora of spatial decompositions and new 
spatial bonds are covered by the condition of in
dividualization and many of these are not place
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place. Social bonds increasingly cross the scales 
of place and human beings participate more 
and more in a plurality of social and spatial 
bonds. The social integration and social con
trol options are therefore dependent on limited 
capacities to guide a plurality of individualized 
networks (Lahire 1998). In other words, we take 
part in plural social networks and communities 
that are not fully known and coordinated, let 
alone known and coordinated by the govern
ment (Healey 2006). One of the consequences 
of this increasing plurality is that the inherent 
social risks are not fully controlled. We live in a 
risk society (Beck 1992). 

We are interested in the particular forms 
of spatial appropriation that give people the 
feeling of serious involvement and belonging
to within new communities of interest. Some 
of these communities may be placebound, but 
proximity is not usually the strongest tie as far 
as social bonds are concerned. As Melvin Web
ber already noted in a brilliant forwardlooking 
essay written in the early 1960s, communities 
are increasingly founded on nonplacebound 
forms of communication between people that 
share common interests. These communities 
may become more important than communi
ties of place in which proximity is the only thing 
that people have in common. It is interaction, 
and not place, that matters (Webber 1964). Ob
viously, there may be a lot of intensive interac
tion in territorial spaces as well, but this is not 
evident in individualizing neighborhoods and, if 
present at all, additional social conditions would 
be required to establish the potential for social 
integration. 

Some forms of new spatial appropriation are 
very territorially based. This happens to be true 
in the case of the growing category of gated 
communities. However, a characteristic of gated 
communities is not just the physical proxim
ity, but the presence of a lot of specific social 
characteristics of participants that define the 
specific individualization of space. Usually, a lot 
of social homogeneity is organized within the 
gates of these communities as something that 
is to be distinguished from the outside world. 
Besides gated communities, there are also local 
communities that are closely related to inter
national cultures. In some neighborhoods, the 
abundance of satellite dishes may symbolize the 
multiplication of space: Where are we? In an ur
ban quarter of Berlin or in the middle of Turkey 
or in both places at the same time? Another ex
ample is provided by Marcuse and Van Kempen 
(2000) who talk about “citadels” in some parts 

of inner cities (New York, London, Tokyo) that 
are occupied by the superrich and who only 
use their apartments temporarily because they 
have apartments in a number of different cities. 
Once again, other communities of interest are 
not at all bound to a particular territorial space. 
For instance, some sociologists also explain the 
international revival of fundamentalist religious 
communities as a reaction to increasing mod
ernization and as a need to organize new social 
bonds of integration subject to conditions of in
dividualization (Bourdin 2005). A good overview 
is provided in a special theme number of Urban 
Studies where Justin Beaumont introduces the 
new role of faithbased organizations and urban 
social issues. He points at new urbanizing rela
tionship between religion and the public sphere 
(Beaumont 2008).

4. In-between cities

Apparently, there is growing empirical evidence 
of the interrelationships between the tendency 
to individualization and new forms of appropri
ating urban spaces. It is interesting to see that 
this research into the change of urban spaces 
in Europe focuses more and more on changes 
in the urban periphery. The urban evolution of 
American cities has been unfolding for a much 
longer time in wide urban fields. There, the sub
urbanization of the masses started before the 
Second World War with the peak coming in the 
1950s and 1960s. In this context, suburbaniza
tion meant the appropriation of land in the ex
tensive surroundings of the city for residential 
use by the middle classes. The social and eco
nomic activities were still largely centralized. 
This pattern of urbanization changed over the 
course of time and historians who researched 
the suburbanization of American cities declared 
the end of the era of suburbanization to be the 
mid1980s, due to the spatial decentralization 
of typical urban core activities such as special
ized services of production and consumption 
(Fishman 1987; Jackson 1985). Following this 
line, Garreau (1991) produced his wellknown 
work on Edge Cities. The typical middle class 
homogeneity, evident during the first decades 
of suburbanization, also changed into more 
differentiation and plurality of residential mi
lieus, bringing all sorts of inner city problems to 
the surrounding areas (Baldassare 1986). This 
provided a strong impetus for the creation of 
smaller and more tightlyknit cells of homoge
neity via the excessive growth of gated commu
nities in the broader urban field, resulting in 
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that combine the heterogeneity of the metro
politan level of scale with the increasing forms 
of social homogeneity at lower levels of scale. 

By contrast, suburbanization in Europe has 
generally been subject to severe constraints over 
a period of many decades due to policies of ur
ban containment (Hall et al. 1973). Since the 
early 1990s, however, new processes of dynamic 
urban evolution have led to different sorts of ur
ban decentralization and polynuclear develop
ment (for the differences, see Hall et al. 2006).

The enlargement of scale and scope of city
regions and the processes of urban reconfigu
ration are not a product of urban and regional 
planning, but unfold as a more or less autono
mous urban evolution, accommodated or con
ditioned, at best, by planning processes. The 
urban core in many cases is specializing as well, 
as a center of consumption for visitors and as a 
center for new cultural production in the finely 
textured historic quarters. The largescale spe
cializations of economic and social complexes 
often cannot be accommodated in the inner 
cities and tend to escape to outside the urban 
fabric. Moreover, the low and middleincome 
groups find it more difficult to survive in the 
specializing and increasingly selective inner city 
quarters. Typical inner city problems are then 
replaced. 

A large number of inner cities are there
fore transforming from the idealized centers 
of compactness and a Jane Jacobs type of so
cial diversity into new spaces of specialization. 
Beyond the historic cities, in the expanding re
gional surroundings, a lot of newly planned and 
unplanned urban activities are being situated 
that exhibit new urban dynamics in the places 
that were, for a long time, considered periph
eral. François Ascher (1995) analyzed this met
ropolitan specialization and decentralization in 
France as the emergence of a new urban archi
pelago type of métapolis. In the same period in 
Germany, Thomas Sieverts developed the con
cept of Zwischenstadt (inbetween city) to indi
cate the transformation of the contrast between 
the urban hierarchy and the periphery, the con
trast between the urban and rural landscapes 
and the contrast between distant activities and 
those in the here and now of urban develop
ment (Sieverts 1999; Stein 2006; Sieverts et al. 
2005). These urban researchers conclude (with 
some drama) that the urban shape of cities is 
being disorganized, based on the concept of a 
“city without a city”. The influence of increasing 
individualization is visible in the specialization 
of public places. Instead of the central places 

being locations at which a lot of different people 
can meet, they are being given specialist status 
as separate places for people that share certain 
interests (Sieverts 1999). The inner city is not 
the exclusive epicenter of urban activity, and the 
principle of centrality is being multiplied and 
reconfigured in new centers of economic, social 
and cultural specialization. The social ecology 
of Jane Jacobs no longer provides the necessary 
ingredients for the structuring of the urban ar
chipelago (Sieverts 1999). 

The present condition of urban transforma
tion is not considered ideal by the abovemen
tioned observers. On the contrary, Zwischenstadt 
and métapolis represent a new “thin” condition 
of urbanity that complicates processes of social 
integration. Although the new conditions of ur
banization may not be neglected, they are far 
from being regarded as ideal. The authors fear 
a further erosion of the familiar emotional and 
symbolic linkages. Sieverts analyses the changes 
of urban habitat where neighbor relationships 
are thinning out, where crafts and corner shops 
have disappeared and where all primary rela
tionships fundamentally differ from the garden 
city (the family doctor, the school, the priest, 
the shop). Moreover, the spatial distribution of 
amenities is crossing the scales instead of be
ing organized hierarchically. Taking the condi
tions as they are, for urban planning strategies 
the challenge is to mark responsive strategies, 
such as social experiences in the regional ar
chipelago, in highly visible ways by new cultural 
means. In this context, Sieverts refers to the ex
perience of the IBA Emscherpark where “soft” 
means, in particular, the reconstruction of the 
landscape and the use of cultural symbols were 
used to mark the processes of regional recon
struction and to establish a new regional iden
tity. This focus on the use of a soft infrastructure 
on behalf of experiencing the daily livelihood in 
disorganized regional settings in more coherent 
ways has been expanded in recent projects, for 
example, by focusing on a range of conditions 
with the potential for experiencing integration 
such as aesthetics, sport, landscapes, cultural 
heritage and the topographical uniqueness of 
spaces (Sieverts et al. 2005; Stein 2006). 

Ascher is also searching for cultural means 
to stimulate the experience of social integration. 
In particular, he is looking for integrative link
ages between the exteriorizing livelihoods and 
the outside world through the use of the sen
sory and eventful dimensions of space. As the 
experience of people is individualized in multi
ple ways, it is necessary to find symbols that link  
transscalar experiences. For this reason, Ascher 
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that adapt to the external society. This type of 
symbolic and spatial expression may be found in 
spaces of events, in spaces of memory, in specia
lized spaces for production and consumption, 
and in spaces of passage (such as airports or ter
minals). His colleague Bourdin (2005) investi
gates the spatial recombination for social survival 
under radical modern conditions. He analyses  
some recompositions of “belonging to”:
• The recomposition of patrimonial NIMBYs: a 
group of owners who defend the patrimony and 
thereby guarantee social homogeneity within 
their community.
• Thematic territories: areas focused on certain 
themes such as leisure, sport, or age.
• Ethnic territories: areas that are evolving into 
enclaves of individual ethnic groups.
Such processes of reconfiguration are very dy
namic. Territory is not a constant and here again 
we are confronted by the notion that territory 
is not a localized manifestation, but a fragile 
and rescaling condition that must be repeatedly 
conquered. Bourdin (2005) speaks of a strategy 
of dynamic locality: new uses of space must be 
conquered again and again by connecting the 
space to external relationships on the one hand 
and by reorganizing the habitat in a new shelter 
on the other.

5. Something to be learned for new urban 
 planning strategies?

What do we learn from this conceptual work 
in progress, in the incomplete stage of urban 
transformation, in the way of new thoughts on 
urban planning strategies? Most concepts are 
relatively abstract and only partially based on 
empirical evidence. Nevertheless, I still be
lieve that processes of conceptual exploration 
in combination with experimental strategies in 
practice do make sense. Trying and probing in a 
reflective way is a useful device in conditions of 
complexity and uncertainty, given that trajecto
ries of collective action and urban planning may 
change if things turn out differently. However, 
one thing is certain, namely, that in the contem
porary context of dynamic and rescaling eco
nomic and social conditions, strategies of urban 
and regional planning can no longer rely on 
the familiar canvas of territorially nested spatial 
planning, which consists of rational estimates of 
the space needed for offices, housing, social and 
physical amenities and infrastructure, followed 
by the negotiation of financial means, and the 
eventual implementation of programs. This ter

ritorially based focus on objectives, rational cal
culation, means and implementation assumes 
the position of a planning authority and knowl
edge that does not exist in our dynamic society. 
The traditional claim of establishing more ter
ritorial planning capacity at the regional level 
does not meet the new conditions of social com
plexity. Urban planners have to respect the social 
conditions that drive citizens and organizations 
in the relatively autonomous (and not primarily 
localbound) relationships of the plural society. 
There are new planning themes that require 
consideration and cooperation between agents 
from different backgrounds that are operating 
at different levels of scale. The double dynamics 
of rescaling the meaning of local space via radi
cal modernization and individualization offers a 
constructive point of departure. It starts with the 
autonomous change of social activities. The ef
forts of urban planning have to get interrelated 
with these ongoing processes and should find 
ways to respond to this via new spatial policies. 

The COST A26 ESF working group on so
cial and economic aspects of regional gover
nance devoted a lot of time and effort to the 
further exploration of these emergent, but still 
highly fragile relationships of regional gover
nance (Salet 2006). Neil Brenners (2004) hy
pothesis is that national governments in Europe 
tend to devote economic power to their most 
advanced regions in order to improve competi
tiveness with other national economic systems. 
If economic regions acquire such a strategic 
meaning, what would be the impact on power 
relationships in the new contexts of urban and 
regional governance? Why is it still so difficult 
to organize leadership with respect to crucial 
regional issues, such as the coordination of new 
office sites, public transport arrangements and 
the coordination of land use and landscaping 
issues (Gordon 2006; Harding 2006; Eckardt 
2006)? According to Gordon, the urgency of 
the regional agenda is evident, but there is still a 
severe problem with regard to making regional 
policies work because of a lack of leadership 
under the conditions of rescaling and dynamic 
inbetween relationships. Gordon (2006) dis
cusses four strategies in the search for regional 
leadership, with one of these being a new en
abling cluster rather than a hierarchical central
regional axis. The political dimension is also 
being explored in the COST network. The ques
tions asked are: why people do not feel repre
sented in the new regional constellations (Hard
ing 2006) and why is it so difficult to embed the 
regional experiments in more institutionalized 
ways (Eckardt 2006)? 
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disrupted the longpersued planning strategies 
of urban containment and compact urban ex
pansion. A lot of European cityregions had re
alized the containment agenda in direct liaison 
with the national government (Salet et al. 2003). 
However, since the early 1990s, the practices 
of spatial development have begun to diverge 
more and more from the planning policy of ur
ban and regional containment. A good illustra
tion of this general trend in the urban regions 
of Europe is the case of the Amsterdam region 
in The Netherlands, one of the countries with 
the most outspoken tradition of compact urban 
policies (Musterd, Salet 2003). Here, in the first 
instance, the political and planning response to 
the disruptive tendencies of urban containment 
simply strengthened the efforts of compact ur
ban policy (claiming more planning capacity for 
existing goals). However, the private develop
ment of housing and offices in large part took 
its own individual way. What happened in many 
of these cases (Amsterdam being just one of the 
examples) is that the planners changed their 
minds and decided after some years to join the 
autonomous tendencies and then tried to re
combine the autonomous processes in line with 
public interest. In the case of Amsterdam, the 
city planners and national planning ministry 
decided to join the major trends in the market 
in the southern periphery of Amsterdam (which 
had actually become the largest and most pres
tigious economic development area of the whole 
country!) and the urban planners intended to 
guide this purely commercial development gen
tly into a mixed project of urban use that had 
to include the programming of housing, cul
tural facilities, etc. The change of strategy by 
the planners is something to reflect on. Instead 
of following their own instincts as regards urban 
containment, they decided to follow the private 
sector development and attempt to recombine 
this with public goals. This is certainly a strat
egy that might be reflected in a more proactive 
sense and in more differentiated policymaking 
coalitions.

A further fascinating lesson that we can draw 
from this conceptual reflexive of macro and mi
cro sociological perspectives is that, via this ex
plorative frame of theorizing, creative energies 
are mobilized around new themes of urban de
velopment. Both sides of the process of radical 
modernization are dynamic and rescaling in a 
context of multiple experiences. We are no lon
ger talking about urban planning and territory 
as a constant. The territorial dimension is per
ceived as a permanent logic of discovery. A new 

possible sense of place is not a matter of course, 
it has to be conquered again and again. One of 
the most difficult challenges is to find new and 
effective forms of social integration. The crucial 
risk of the individualizing tendencies in the uses 
of urban space is that more domains of experi
ence and action are selected without any need 
for a confrontation with other types of experi
ence. It is here that the fragile relationship be
tween individualization of space and the need 
for social integration might lead to creative ur
ban and regional planning approaches. Urban 
planning strategies cannot control the external 
social and economic conditions of urban life, 
but should be able to respond to it. For urban 
and regional design, this perspective creates an 
opportunity to profile more emphatically the 
symbolic meaning of soft social and cultural 
infrastructures and elements of heritage and 
landscaping as new integrating powers. These 
are lightly institutionalized themes and rela
tionships that might help create new meanings 
of regional identity based on their extensive 
symbolic and emotional value.

Notes

1 The seaport of Rotterdam was the world’s largest 
in the 1960s thanks to the efforts of Dutch en
trepreneurs. Forty years on, a wellknown Dutch 
sociologist (Cees Schuyt) tried to investigate the 
contemporary role of national entrepreneurs in 
the port economy of Rotterdam, but representa
tive entrepreneurs had become almost impos
sible to identify. The place characteristics for the 
seaport economy are still extremely important 
for the economic development of Rotterdam, 
but the structure of corporate agents has be
come largely detached from the place element. 
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